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I. Introduction

1. Online purchases are growing rapidly within the European Union (EU), generating benefits for the broader European society. Electronic commerce (e-commerce) exhibits an average annual growth rate of 22%, surpassing €200 billion in 2014 and reaching a share of 7% of total retail sales.1 Even if the increasing pattern in total sales was reversed after 2007 (with the crisis being quoted as one of the main reasons for that), e-commerce continued to grow over the years in a non-concave way (see Figure 1). This suggests at least some degree of substitution between online and offline channels of commerce.

Figure 1. Evolution of total and online retail sales in goods, 2000–2014 (€bn)

1. The market disruptive forces of e-commerce

2. The development of e-commerce has impacted both demand and supply fundamentals of markets affecting the way competition works.2

3. On the supply side, three common business models in the e-commerce today are:
   - Pure online firms that rely exclusively on the Internet for their operations.
   - Brick-and-click companies that split their source of revenue between online and offline activities (e.g., operation of brick-and-mortar shops).

---

4. These new business models imply relevant changes for the structure of some industries, which rely on the disruptive forces of e-commerce. The Internet has led to a drop in the distribution costs, by disrupting the relationship between producers and consumers.

5. On the one hand, the web contributed to the reduction of the intermediate stages in the supply chain, in some sectors, by allowing consumers to develop a more direct access to the production points. In the travel industry, for example, the role of travel agencies has been dramatically reduced, since the majority of consumers prefer to make their reservations through the Internet. Lieber and Syversson (2012) report that between 1997 and 2007, the number of travel agency offices fell from 29,500 to 15,700.

6. On the other hand, the Internet has increased the intermediation in some other sectors. For instance, as Saloner and Spence (2002) illustrate, in the US automotive industry, where physical middlemen are mandated by law, online technologies were devoted in helping consumers to reach the most appropriate dealer in order to purchase their desired car. In one way or the other, e-commerce contributes to faster communication along the supply chain and consequently to significant cost savings. Retailers can quickly turn demands into orders to their suppliers, and they can have a much wider product offering choice. While in their brick-and-mortar shops they will only carry a product if it reaches a certain volume of sales (due to cost-related reasons), in their online shops all their products can be available for sale. Brynjolfsson, Hu and Smith (2003) show that it is exactly the increased variety of products that is responsible for the consumer welfare gains from e-commerce. E-commerce allows firms to reduce their inventory holdings and to decrease costs from tighter control of the flow of inputs into the production line. According to the October 2017 Manufacturing and Trade Inventories and Sales report of the US Census Bureau, the (adjusted) retail inventory-to-sales ratios have dropped from around 1.66 in October of 1992 to 1.43 in October 2017. The respective drop in total business (manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers) for the same period was from 1.52 to 1.35.

7. On the demand side, it is generally accepted that Internet lowers search costs for consumers. The enormous amount of available information and the emergence of websites that enable quick and readable access to aggregate information such as price quotes from different online sellers for the same good or service. In this way, consumers are able to easily compare existing offers and make the best possible choice based on their preferences. For example, in the insurance sector, Brown and Goolsbee (2002) find that the increased use of the Internet reduces the average price of life insurance by 5%. However, search costs do not vanish. Bajari and Hortacsu (2003) find that the implicit price of entering eBay auctions is $3.20, while Hann and Terwiesch (2003) estimate that the participation cost on reserve auction websites ranges between $3.54 and $6.08. In the same line, Brynjolfsson, Dick and Smith (2010) conclude that the maximum cost of searching a book in one of the major price comparison websites is $6.45, while Hong and Shum (2006), using a different methodology, find that the median consumer search cost for textbooks ranges between $1.30 and $2.90.

8. Moreover, e-commerce reduced the geographical barriers and therefore led to broader geographic scope for transactions. As empirical studies suggest, the Internet helped individuals located in rural areas overcoming the problem of distance and trade with retailers that are located in big cities. In fact, the trade participation rate in rural areas significantly increased, reducing the importance for individual consumers to be located in cities.

9. Nonetheless, geographical distance still matters. Hortacsu, Martinez-Jerez and Douglas (2009) look at data from eBay and MercadoLibre and find that buyers and sellers that live in the same city have particular preference for trading with one another instead of someone located outside the metropolitan area. Cultural factors and the fact that proximity of the trading parties can ensure easier contract enforceability are the main arguments put forward to justify this result. The finding of Blum and Goldfarb (2006) that geography matters even for purely digital goods like online music and movies, where transport costs are nil, also suggests that cultural factors are particularly important.


On the demand side, consumer surveys on behalf of and differences in consumer protections also play a role. More generally, lack of language skills abroad, and payments from other countries that are not sufficiently secure. More generally, lack of language skills and differences in consumer protections also play a role.

On the supply side, firms that sell cross-border identify a range of challenges. Particularly prominent are delivery costs, the complexity of dealing with foreign taxation, concerns with data protection when selling abroad, and payments from other countries that are not sufficiently secure. More generally, lack of language skills and differences in consumer protections also play a role.

Figure 2. National and cross-border purchases by e-shoppers, EU, 2012 and 2016, % of individuals who bought or ordered goods or services over the Internet for private use in the previous 12 months

Price transparency has increased with online trade. This is because consumers are able to instantaneously obtain and compare product and price information at small (search) cost and switch swiftly from one distribution channel to another (online/offline).

Price competition has increased due to the ability of consumers to compare prices of products across several retailers. This affects both online and offline sales. It may also affect other dimensions in which firms can compete such as quality, brand image and innovation. A key observation of ESI is the divergence in the views of retailers and manufacturers of branded goods on what the most important parameters of competition are. Manufacturers consider product quality, brand image and the novelty of the products as the most important parameters of competition. In contrast, retailers consider price as a major parameter of competition.

Monitoring of prices becomes easier. The retailers use automatic software programs that observe the prices of their competitors in real time and adjust their own prices accordingly.

There exists free-riding between online and offline sales, but with uncertain direction. On the one hand, consumers can use pre-sale services of brick-and-mortar shops before purchasing the product online. On the other hand, consumers can search and compare products online before purchasing in brick-and-mortar shops. The ESI reports that 72% of manufacturers acknowledge the existence of free-riding by online sales on offline services. 62% acknowledge the existence of free-riding by

10. Especially for cross-border e-commerce, additional barriers are in place. Figure 2 shows that consumers mostly prefer to buy online domestically. Nevertheless, in recent years there is a small tendency of individuals to be more engaged in cross-border e-commerce.

11. On the supply side, firms that sell cross-border identify a range of challenges. Particularly prominent are delivery costs, the complexity of dealing with foreign taxation, concerns with data protection when selling abroad, and payments from other countries that are not sufficiently secure. More generally, lack of language skills and differences in consumer protections also play a role.

12. On the demand side, consumer surveys on behalf of Google show concerns over price (reported by 10% of respondents in a simple average across the Member States), delivery costs (14%), customer service (17%), possible difficulty with returns (23%), payment arrangements (11%), the complexity of possibly having to deal with a foreign language (11%), and lack of trust in general (21%).

13. The digital single market strategy adopted by the European Commission in May 2015 has as a major goal to remove such impediments of cross-border e-commerce in EU28 through a series of legislative actions. As we move forward with the strategic goal of creating a single market, cross-border e-commerce is growing and the national borders play a smaller role in online trade. That also has implications for market competition and its broader geographic definition due to the Internet.

14. The emergence of alternative Internet distribution models such as online platforms makes it easier for retailers to access consumers that are in distant location. This is particularly important for small retailers which, with limited investments and effort, can become visible and sell products to a large consumer base in multiple Member States through such marketplaces and platforms.

15. The E-commerce Sector Inquiry (hereafter, “ESI”) of the European Commission extends this analysis of market trends under e-commerce by providing a recent survey with the participation, among the others, of 1,051 retailers; 37 marketplaces; 89 price comparison tools; 259 manufacturers and 248 digital content providers (mostly from audiovisual and music industry) from the 28 Member States. The main findings of ESI are:

- Price transparency has increased with online trade. This is because consumers are able to instantaneously obtain and compare product and price information at small (search) cost and switch swiftly from one distribution channel to another (online/offline).

- Price competition has increased due to the ability of consumers to compare prices of products across several retailers. This affects both online and offline sales. It may also affect other dimensions in which firms can compete such as quality, brand image and innovation. A key observation of ESI is the divergence in the views of retailers and manufacturers of branded goods on what the most important parameters of competition are. Manufacturers consider product quality, brand image and the novelty of the products as the most important parameters of competition. In contrast, retailers consider price as a major parameter of competition.

- Monitoring of prices becomes easier. The retailers use automatic software programs that observe the prices of their competitors in real time and adjust their own prices accordingly.

- There exists free-riding between online and offline sales, but with uncertain direction. On the one hand, consumers can use pre-sale services of brick-and-mortar shops before purchasing the product online. On the other hand, consumers can search and compare products online before purchasing in brick-and-mortar shops. The ESI reports that 72% of manufacturers acknowledge the existence of free-riding by online sales on offline services. 62% acknowledge the existence of free-riding by


15. TNS (2015): Companies Engaged In Online Activities, Flash Eurobarometer 413.


offline retail on services offered online. It is difficult to conclude over the overall direction of the free-riding effect. But, given that the offline distribution channel incorporates higher costs, it is the free-riding of online retail on brick-and-mortar shops that generates the higher concerns.

Lower information asymmetries. The possibility to easily switch between different distribution channels and receive better information about products and services can significantly reduce asymmetric information between buyers and sellers. Akerlof (1970),18 with his “market for lemons,” showed how the quality of goods traded in a market can degrade if buyers and sellers do not have equal access to information. If a buyer is unable to distinguish between a high-quality and a low-quality car, he or she will only be prepared to pay a fixed price for a car that averages the value of both. But, sellers know the exact quality of the car they hold (private information). Given the fixed price at which buyers will buy, sellers will sell only when they hold a low-quality car, and will leave the market when they hold a high-quality car. Eventually, the average willingness-to-pay of buyers will decrease because the average quality of cars on the market will decrease, leading even more sellers of high-quality cars to leave the market. It is possible that this will lead to a market failure in which no trade takes place because there are only low-quality cars available. So, removing asymmetric information from the market reduces the risk for market failures and leads to more efficient transactions.

As a result of these market trends, ESI reports an increased effort by manufacturers to obtain a greater influence over distribution networks, in order to better control price and quality of their products in the downstream market. This is done through: (i) an increased use of selective distribution systems, where manufacturers set the criteria that retailers must meet to become part of the distribution network and where all the unauthorized retailers are prohibited; (ii) a more extensive use of vertical restraints which can take the form of pricing restrictions, platform bans and the exclusion of pure online players from distribution networks. Such vertical restraints are imposed in most cases as a part of the selective distribution system in place. Figure 3 presents the proportion of the retailers that are subject to restraints, per type of restraint.

17. The most popular restraints refer to price restrictions and recommendations, while limitations to sell on online marketplaces are also popular in the case of branded goods. Before we discuss in detail these restraints that we often find in e-commerce markets, we summarize the basic principles and logic of vertical restraints and the main EU competition policy instruments that are used to address their potential anticompetitive effects.

2. The logic of vertical restraints and the relevant EU competition policy instruments

18. Vertical restraints refer to agreements between firms at two different levels of the supply chain. In the upstream market, manufacturers compete against each other to sell their products to retailers who compete with each other in the downstream market. The former type of competition is called “inter-brand competition” as it occurs among suppliers whose products are mainly identified through the use of specific brands. The downstream competition among retailers that sell the products of the same manufacturer is called “intra-brand competition.” A vertical restraint between a manufacturer and a retailer is typically imposed through a sophisticated contractual relationship with complex clauses and several obligations imposed on the contracting parties.

19. The motivations for vertical restraints and their impact on economic welfare have been actively debated by academics. The so-called Chicago School was very influential in this debate by elaborating the beneficial aspects of vertical restraints and the efficiency gains they incorporate.20 In particular, vertical agreements can substantially help to solve coordination problems that arise at different levels of the supply chain.

---

19 ESI also finds that manufacturers also have an increased tendency to sell directly in the downstream market. The analysis of vertical integration from a competition policy perspective goes beyond the scope of this article. The literature on vertical integration and competition is quite rich. See, for example, Hart, O. and J. Tirole (1996): Vertical Integration and Market Foreclosure. Brookings Papers on Economic Activity: Macroeconomics, pp. 285-286.
20. The best-known such problem is the so-called “double marginalization” and occurs when both the manufacturer and the retailer enjoy some degree of market power and they both make uncoordinated pricing decisions. Since the manufacturer adds a margin on the production cost to set the wholesale price and the retailer adds a margin on the wholesale price to set the retail price, the consumer pays a double margin in the downstream market. A vertical agreement can help the manufacturer and the retailer coordinate their pricing decisions and maximize their joint profits, so consumers do not have to pay excessive prices in the retail market.

21. The same argument can extend to other firms’ strategic decisions and can carry over the choice of prices. For example, it may be desirable that retailers can invest in demand-enhancing practices such as advertising, pre-sale assistance services or other investments that improve the brand image. Coordination on the supply chain through vertical restraints can again lead to a better consumer experience at reasonable prices increasing the success of the vertical structure in the final market.

22. Long-term contractual relationships between manufacturers and retailers can also solve the so-called “hold-up problem.” Vertical agreements with this respect can clearly define the aspects of the relationship and the responsibilities of each of the two parties to make sure that both undertake the appropriate level of effort and investment for making their collaboration profitable and benefit consumers with good quality products and services. Vertical restraints may also be helpful by internalizing horizontal externality effects among retailers that compete in the product market and buy from the same manufacturer. If the product requires specific promotion investments in the downstream market (e.g., pre-sale assistance services) then the free-riding problem arises. The consumer can receive the pre-sale services from one retailer but choose to buy from another one that sells the same product. Retailers may under-invest due to such an externality. Again contractual agreements can remove such problems by clearly specifying the obligations of all the involved parties.

23. Moreover, the information sharing between manufacturers and retailers may incorporate efficiency gains for both parties and consumers. In many cases, retailers are better informed about local competitive conditions and about the specific preferences of local consumers, while suppliers are better informed about the characteristics of the products they sell. Since both sets of information may be necessary to design and execute an optimal marketing strategy, suppliers and retailers may want to coordinate in setting the retail price and selling conditions to maximize profits given consumers’ preferences as well as the price and characteristics of competing products.

24. Nevertheless, Post-Chicago School academics illustrate how vertical restraints may create anticompetitive effects. In particular, vertical agreements may have a foreclosure effect by preventing entry to all or some levels of the supply chain, or by driving competitors out of the market. Exclusive dealing is a restraint that received a particular attention by the academic literature for its potential foreclosure effect. On the one hand, potential entrants may be discouraged as they anticipate having limited access in the downstream market. On the other hand, competitors can be pushed out of the market as distribution possibilities are reduced and it becomes more difficult for them to remain profitably active.

25. In addition to such foreclosure effects, vertical restraints can significantly restrict intra-brand and/or inter-brand competition. For example, by applying a resale price maintenance (RPM), a manufacturer reduce the intensity of competition among its retailers. Similarly, by allocating exclusive territory rights to its distributors, a manufacturer induces a monopoly power for each retailer in a given territory. Moreover, through an exclusive territorial distribution system a manufacturer may commit to price less aggressively, but this in turn gives incentives to rival manufacturers to raise prices.

26. Last but not least, vertical restraints may also facilitate collusion either in the upstream or downstream market. For example, RPM agreements improve price transparency which can foster the ability of the manufacturers to collude as they can better monitor retail prices of the other manufacturers and detect deviations. The similar argument can also apply for the ability to sustain collusion at the retail level.

27. Vertical restraints can generate important efficiency gains that make them necessary in our market economy, but they can also have anticompetitive effects. It is therefore important to use available instruments for assessing their overall impact. For example, if they incorporate substantial efficiency gains that increase consumer welfare, they are socially desirable practices even if they reduce to some extent competition.

28. In the European competition law, promoting competition is not a goal in itself but only a means to achieve efficient transactions with benefits for market participants and especially consumers. Under Article 101(1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), any agreement which may affect trade between Member States and which has as (its) object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the common market is prohibited. A particular fea-
tute of EU competition law is that, under Article 101(3), agreements that fall under the scope of Article 101(1) and should therefore be banned may be exempted if they contribute to improving the production or distribution of goods or to promoting technical or economic progress while allowing consumers a fair share of the resulting benefit. Exemptions can be possible only if such agreements (i) do not completely eliminate competition and (ii) they are necessary for the realization of the associated efficiency gains.

29. Another relevant instrument for the application of the EU competition law is the Vertical Restraints Block Exemption Regulation (VBER) adopted in 2010 (replacing the previous block exemption regime), which clarifies when vertical restraints can be exempted with respect to Article 101(3) TFEU. According to the VBER, competition concerns related to vertical restraints can arise if there is insufficient inter-brand competition. If inter-brand competition is fierce, then it is unlikely that any reduction in the intra-brand competition (e.g., due to vertical agreements) will have negative impact on consumers. This condition signals the importance of inter-brand competition for consumer welfare. Inter-brand competition can be very important for the quality and novelty of the products that arrive in the downstream market as well as for the production of products that meet consumers’ preferences. A key criterion for the exemption of a vertical restraint from Article 101(1) TFEU is that the market share held by the supplier (buyer) does not exceed 30% of the relevant market on which it sells (purchases) the contract goods or services. However, this does not apply for the so-called “hardcore restrictions,” or restrictions by object (see Article 4a VBER). For them, even if none of the involved parties exceed the market share threshold, the vertical restraints are presumed to be illegal as they fall within the scope of Article 101(1) TFEU. Involved parties have the possibility to plea and bear the burden of proving that conditions of Article 101(3) TFEU are satisfied in order to be granted an exemption.

30. Having reviewed how e-commerce has disrupted market strategies and distribution channels as well as the efficiency justifications and the anticompetitive concerns associated with vertical restraints, it is now time to focus on the main restraints we meet in online markets. We start with the analysis of price restraints and then we discuss the non-price restraints.

II. Price restraints

31. According to ESI, the most common price restraint in the EU e-commerce market is the retail price recommendations by the manufacturers. The latter justify their inclination to impose some form of control in the retail price as a way to ensure the appropriate positioning of the brand or of the specific product in the downstream market. Another reason that they put forward is that products tend to be designed and manufactured taking already into consideration an estimated retail price level. With an expectation of the retail price level, manufacturers are investing in R&D and other quality-related aspects.

32. The practice of recommending a non-binding resale price or requiring the retailer to respect a maximum resale price is covered by the VBER provided that the designated market share thresholds are not exceeded and that the recommended price or the maximum price does not amount to a fixed or minimum sale price. When the manufacturer sets a fixed or a minimum sale price, the restraint corresponds to RPM, which is considered a hardcore restriction according to the VBER. Hence, any efficiencies RPM may lead to should be evaluated on the basis of the specific circumstances of the case.

33. The economics of such restraints has been extensively analyzed in the offline economy, and e-commerce does not bring substantial additional insights on the way such restraints should be treated or analyzed. With this respect, the implications of using price monitoring software, dual pricing practices and price parity restraints are interesting cases to cover, since they are motivated by the growth of e-commerce.

1. Online price monitoring and dual pricing

34. ESI reports that price monitoring software is extensively used and can generate competition constraints:

– Retailers use software to monitor the prices of their competitors, and the majority of them adjust consequently their own prices to those of their competitors. That could give rise to price coordination or collusion at the retail level since detection of deviations from the collusive agreement is easier and more immediate. How to deal with this risk is an open question that requires a satisfying response.

---


Manufacturers use software monitoring practices to detect whether their retailers comply with the price they recommend. Since manufacturers may retaliate against retailers that do not comply with pricing recommendations, the incentives of retailers to deviate from such pricing recommendations in the first place are limited. In such cases, price recommendations could potentially be equivalent to RPM restraints. Competition authorities should therefore signal that under the presence of such effective price monitoring tools they will be very strict against any retaliation attempt (or threat) by the manufacturers emphasizing on the freedom that retailers have to set the downstream market price.

35. Dual pricing refers to agreements with the same retailer that contain higher wholesale prices for goods that are sold online compared to the price for the goods that are sold offline. ESI finds that this is rarely the case as only 2.5% of retailers reported that they pay a different price depending on whether the product is sold online or offline. This is not a surprise since dual pricing is considered as a hardcore restriction under VBER. However, dual pricing may have objective justifications, when, for example, the manufacturer faces different costs, or the value of the transaction is different in online and offline channels. Following this reasoning, the District Court of Zutphen concluded that AEP, a producer of home appliances that charged higher prices for products intended to be sold online, was covered by VBER because of the different transaction value between online and offline channels. In addition, Dertwinkel-Kalt, Haucap and Wey (2016) illustrate that dual pricing may incorporate pro-competitive effects. In particular, they show that price discrimination in the wholesale level between different distribution channels tends to have positive effects on allocative, dynamic and productive efficiency, while a discriminatory ban tends to facilitate exit of relatively inefficient firms, thereby strengthening downstream market concentration.

2. Price parity clauses

36. Price parity clauses are used in business models characterized by agency relationships between suppliers and online platforms. Under such (often long-term) contractual agreement, the supplier commits to charge on the platform a price that is not higher than the price charged on other platforms (and retailers in general) it supplies its products and services. This agreement is also called the retail Most Favored Nation clause (retail MFN clause).

37. The efficiency justification of this restraint relies on the incentives that it provides to online intermediaries to invest on promoting the product, offer pre-sale services and preserve the brand image in the final market by eliminating the free-riding problem. A platform that wants to offer high-quality service needs to undertake the appropriate investments in order to offer the best possible shopping experience to consumers. In the absence of any price parity clause a buyer could use this high-quality/high-cost platform to search for products, but then buy on a lower-quality/low-cost platform. Since due to free-riding the high-quality platform will not anticipate substantial return from its investments it will have less incentive to invest. So, price parity clauses can solve this free-riding problem by ensuring that the buyer cannot find the product at a cheaper price in another platform.

38. We should note that trading platforms are typically two-sided and the so-called “circulation spiral effect” between the two sides of the platform applies: If a platform offers better services to its buyers, it sells more products and attracts more buyers. So, suppliers are more willing to place their products in the platform in order to reach more consumers. Losing some buyers may have a tremendous impact on the viability of the platform as it may make the platform less appealing for sellers, which in turn diminishes the value of the platform for buyers, and so on.

39. Despite these efficiency gains, such practices also raise competition policy concerns. The e-books market is a characteristic example with interesting cases in which such restraint was applied. The most publicized case which involved wide (retail) MFNs concerned Apple and its iBookstore. The restraint referred to the agency agreement between major publishers (Hachette; Harper-Collins Publishers, Simon & Schuster; Macmillan; and Penguin Group) and Apple according to which publishers had direct control on retail prices on the iBookstore, and Apple would collect its 30% fee on the top of book revenues. It also ensured that no other retailer would sell an e-book title at a lower price than Apple. The European Commission concluded that such practices infringe competition law as they soften competition. Through its December 2012 decision, the European Commission accepted legally binding commitments proposed by Apple and four out of the five publishers involved which entail the termination of existing price-restricting agency agreements.

40. More recently, Amazon was forced to drop a similar price parity condition across Europe in the face of antitrust concerns in the UK and Germany. The clause in question lay within Amazon’s standard contract for

---

29 District Court of Zutphen (Rechtsbank Zutphen), 30 December 2005, Case 741/00, KG ZA 05-309, Groen Trend B.V and Schouten Keukens B.V./Atlas Even Pelgrim Home Products B.V.


31 OECD (2013): Vertical restraints for online sales. DAF/COMP (2013)13 and in particular in background note by Paolo Baccuzzi provide an excellent review of relevant cases up to 2013.

32 See Case COMP/C/2/29.847.

33 See the press releases by the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) on August 29, 2013, under the title “OFT Welcomes Amazon’s Decision to End Price Parity Policy”, and the German Competition Authority on November 26, 2013, under the title “Amazon Abandons Price Parity Claims for Good.”
traders selling through the company’s online retail platform, the Amazon Marketplace. It prohibited a trader from selling a product for a lower price (including the delivery charge), on its own website or on another retail platform.\textsuperscript{34}

\textit{41.} A number of European national competition authorities have taken action against such clauses in the context of online hotel booking platforms. In 2013, the German Competition Authority issued an infringement decision against HRS, an online booking portal in Germany, requiring it to delete its “best price” clauses.\textsuperscript{35} In the UK, the OFT accepted commitments from online travel agents Expedia and Booking.com in 2014 to alter their contracts to allow (limited) discounting of hotel rooms by rival platforms.\textsuperscript{36}

\textit{42.} More recently, and with an unprecedented level of inter-authority coordination, the competition authorities in France, Italy, and Sweden announced that they had accepted identical commitments from Booking.com in relation to its MFN clauses. Following the decision, the French government went one step further and imposed a law prohibiting any form of price parity (or control by the platforms) for hotel room bookings.\textsuperscript{37}

\textit{43.} An interesting element of these recent cases is that they distinguish Broad Retail Price MFNs from Narrow Retail Price MFNs, and only prohibit the former.\textsuperscript{38} Broad Retail Price MFNs require the suppliers to set wholesale prices for the platform no higher than those they set through any other channel. Narrow Retail Price MFNs require the suppliers to set prices for the platform no higher than those they offer through their own vertically integrated retail websites only.

\textit{44.} Because Broad Retail Price MFNs restrict a supplier’s pricing choices across the market, they have the potential to impact competition market-wide. By contrast, Narrow Retail Price MFNs only restrict a supplier’s pricing on its own websites, and are not expected to have any significant (negative) impact on competition between platforms. As long as there is sufficient competition across platforms in the market, the overall impact of the narrow clause is likely to be far more limited than that of the broad one.

\textit{45.} More specifically, major competition concerns of retail MFN clauses put forward by the competition authorities in these cases are:\textsuperscript{39}

- They limit competition between platforms on the level of the commissions they charge to suppliers. This leads to higher commissions and eventually to higher prices being charged to final consumers. This anticompetitive effect is confirmed by Boik and Corts (2016),\textsuperscript{40} and Johnson (2017).\textsuperscript{41} However, Johansen and Vergé (2017) challenge this reasoning. They show that when suppliers reach consumers both indirectly by choosing to which intermediary platform(s) to list their products and directly through their own website, price parity clauses can simultaneously lead to higher profits for platforms and suppliers, and increase consumer surplus if inter-brand competition is sufficiently high.

- These clauses may hinder entry into the retail market because they effectively lock all prices at the same level. In the OFT’s case against Expedia and Booking.com discussed above, the small online travel agency Skoosh.com complained that the clause raised barriers to entry and harmed Skoosh’s ability to build a presence in the market, to the detriment of competition and customers. However, Boik and Corts (2016) show that when the potential entrant has a business model relatively similar to the incumbents, MFNs could actually encourage entry. This is because MFNs could signal to potential entrants that the existing business model is successful in the particular market and therefore can motivate investment and entry by new platforms with similar characteristics.

\textit{46.} While RPM as a practice is considered a hardcore restriction of competition, the legal and economic analysis of the implications and status of retail MFNs is still ongoing. By reviewing the relevant competition policy cases so far we conclude that it is the wide price parity restraints that are considered problematic with respect to market competition and consumer welfare, and that they could even be potentially viewed as hardcore restrictions. On the other hand, narrow clauses should not be considered a major threat to market competition and welfare but as normal business practices. It would be helpful if such practices will be extensively discussed and analyzed in the new vertical guidelines that will come into force in 2022. Especially, since recent research underlines some particular cases under which efficiency gains can be achieved even under the broad version of retail MFNs.\textsuperscript{42}

\textsuperscript{34} Interestingly, Amazon was also investigated by the European Commission for abusing its dominant positions on the markets for the retail distribution of English language and German language e-books, by applying non-price-related parity clauses. It was forced to drop the clauses under concern and the case closed.

\textsuperscript{35} Press Release on December 20, 2013, by the German Competition Authority: www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Meldung/EN/Pressemitteilungen/2013/20_12_2013_HRS.html.


\textsuperscript{37} See Johansen B.O. and T. Vergé (2017): Platform Price Parity Clauses with Direct Sales, No 01/17, Working Papers in Economics from University of Bergen, Department of Economics, for a brief relevant discussion.

\textsuperscript{38} See also CMA (2014), Private Motor Insurance Market Investigation: Final report.


\textsuperscript{41} Johnson J.P. (2017). The Agency Model and MFN Clauses, mimeo.
Adding some clarity on market conditions under which these restraints generate competition concerns will help antitrust authorities to work more efficiently on similar cases and will bring more uniformity on their treatment across the EU.

III. Exclusive distribution

A widely used vertical restraint is the allocation of territories or customer groups exclusively to specific distributors. According to ESI, manufacturers are motivated to use such restraints in order to launch and establish a brand/product in a new market, to expand sales and reach a viable scale of operations, as well as to preserve the incentives of independent distributors to invest in facilities and human resources specifically related to selling the manufacturer’s products. In the EU this pro-competitive effect is balanced against the risk of attributing market power to each distributor over the allocated territories or customers. Exclusive distribution agreements are generally accepted by competitive law if the restriction concerns only active sales, but it does not prevent distributors to make passive sales outside the allocated territories. Restrictions to active sales can be justified under the provisions of Article 101(3) TFEU or when the corresponding market shares do not exceed the threshold set by VBER. Restrictions on passive sales are considered hardcore restrictions of competition.

According to the European Commission’s guidelines, active sales refer to actively approaching customers in a specific territory through advertisement in media, on the Internet or other specifically targeted promotions. Passive sales, on the other hand, mean responding to unsolicited requests from individual customers (including delivery of goods or services to such customers). General advertising or promotion that reaches customers in other distributors’ exclusive territories but which is a reasonable way to reach customers in one’s own territory is considered passive sales.

In the Internet era, the distinction between active and passive sales requires some further clarifications. In e-commerce transactions that occur online (visiting the shop, acquiring information, inspecting the good, etc.) become (at least, partially) immaterial. Moreover, as discussed above, the geographic dimension of the retailers’ activity completely changes its meaning due to the increased and broader scope and shopping possibilities. Hence, e-commerce makes the separating line between active and passive sales blurred. Further clarifications that take into account the new business strategies that e-commerce facilitates should be provided.

One of the common types of exclusive distribution agreements in the EU online markets has to do with preventing consumers that are located in one country from accessing and purchasing from the website of an e-trader that is located in another country by applying geo-blocking practices. However, geo-blocking may also arise as a unilateral business decision without being imposed by a vertical agreement. Whatever the reason, geo-blocking is widespread in Europe (identified in 63% of all websites assessed by the European Commission’s mystery shopping survey43), and it can be experienced at various points in the process of an online purchase: at the point where the website is accessed, at the point where the prospective purchaser attempts to authenticate himself or herself, at the point where the prospective purchaser attempts to arrange for delivery, or at the point the prospective purchaser attempts to pay for the goods or services. In the end, the likelihood of a successful cross-border purchase is only about one in three. Consumer dissatisfaction with this state of affairs is high. Retailers usually collect some type of information about the location of customers (e.g., IP address, payment card details, choice of language, country of residence and so on). They do so for a variety of reasons, including, delivering goods or verifying that orders are legitimate. According to ESI, 38% of retailers collect such data for geo-blocking purposes.

One of the motives for which retailers apply geo-blocking practices is to price discriminate across different Member States. In an attempt to promote the Single Market, and in line with its Digital Single Market Strategy44, the Commission made legislative proposals on 25 May 2016 to create a new regulation to remove such price discrimination practices by prohibiting “geo-blocking and other forms of discrimination based on customers’ nationality, place of residence or place of establishment.”44 On November 20, 2017, the proposal was approved to become part of EU legislation.46 While this regulation does not concern goods that are for resale, it is expected to limit the justification of using geo-blocking measures for commercial reasons. So, it is expected that it will make it more difficult for exclusive distribution agreements to include such measures and motives.

In principle, the impact of price discrimination on welfare is ambiguous. A general criterion is that when price discrimination increases demand and consequently the volume of trade, then it also increases welfare.46 Duch-Brown and Martens (2016)47 estimate the impact of prohibiting geo-blocking for purely price discrimination purposes in order to assess the welfare effects of the
proposed regulation. They find that prices across Member States will not converge because of the different cost structures, costs of delivery as well as language barriers and cultural reasons that limit cross-border demand. They conclude that the regulation will only have positive welfare effects to consumers and producers due to the efficiencies of the online trade channel. In particular, by eliminating price discrimination through geo-blocking measures, prices would decrease across all countries, both online (-1% on average) and offline (-0.5% on average). Trade is expected to increase by nearly €630 million. Based on these estimates, they find that the removal of geo-blocking restrictions on products would increase the consumer surplus in the EU28 by 1.2%, primarily based on the reduction in the price paid for goods and to a lesser degree on the ability of consumers to choose from a wider range of goods and services. They suggest, however, that the increased cost of transportation would tend to restrict arbitrage opportunities, and would consequently tend to limit price convergence across Member States. They also find an increase of producer surplus of 1.4%.

53. While the gain in consumer surplus is unsurprising, the gain in producer surplus is driven by two factors:

- Increased consumption (and thus sales) of goods due to the lower price, which is stronger than might have been expected because they find a price elasticity of demand ranging between -2.5 and -8 for the goods modeled.
- Reduced costs of supply, because many purchases that are made from brick-and-mortar retailers today would instead be made online. The cost of producing the goods is unchanged, but the cost of making the sale online is less than the cost of making the equivalent sale offline, and is sufficient to explain the predicted increase in producer surplus.

54. It is important to underline that the regulation refers to consumer goods other than copyrighted digital content services (such as films, TV series, software, e-books, online games and music). Namely, the services in which exclusive distribution agreements with territorial restrictions are very common.

55. In the European market for online copyrighted contents, rights are to large extent licensed on a national basis between right holders and digital content providers. As ESI reveals, right holders build their business models on licensing rights on a national basis. 57% of the online rights licensed under all the licensing agreements submitted by content providers were granted for the territory of one Member State only. This licensing practice allows providers to extract the highest possible value from the rights in terms of revenues.

56. Moreover, 74% of all licensing agreements with suppliers of television fiction submitted by digital content providers require them to geo-block. Licensing agreements for TV drama and TV series, and films and sports events include requirements to geo-block more often than licensing agreements for other digital content categories, as illustrated in Figure 4.

57. In European case law, an illustrative case of an exclusive licensing agreement with territorial restrictions is the one of Paramount and Sky. Paramount granted Sky exclusive pay-TV and subscription video-on-demand rights with regard to certain films in the UK and Ireland. The agreement required Sky to prevent the unauthorized Internet transmission outside the UK and Ireland by means of geo-blocking. It also required Paramount to prohibit or limit pay-TV broadcasters located within the European Economic Area, but outside the UK and Ireland, from providing their retail pay-TV services in response to unsolicited requests from consumers residing or located in the UK and Ireland. The European Commission concluded that such an agreement is a restriction of competition by object because it limited cross-border passive sales of retail pay-TV services.

58. Territorial (in the national level) exclusive vertical agreements are very common in the audiovisual industry in the EU. Together with the widespread use of release windows, this leads to a partitioning not only in terms of geography, but also of time. There is a natural temptation to view this partitioning of the European audiovisual market as harmful, and there is indeed no question that it runs counter to the logic of the Digital Single Market.

59. However, a prohibition on geo-blocking of audiovisual content carries certain risks. There are several arguments that the industry puts forwards to justify the degree of market fragmentation: (i) creation of audiovisual works is expensive; (ii) profitability is unpredictable because audiovisual works are experience goods whose
value is only known once they have been experienced; (iii) pre-financing consequently plays a critical role in enabling audiovisual works to be produced; (iv) territoriality and windowing are crucial in generating the predictable returns that are needed in order to obtain pre-financing; and (v) changes that jeopardize the predictability of financial returns put pre-financing at risk, and in doing so also put the production of audiovisual works at risk. 49

60. Multiple studies support these concerns. Charles Rivers Associates (2014) in its study for the European Commission concludes that “Licensing on a territory-by-territory basis appears to be essential in financing audiovisual productions.”

61. Marcus and Petropoulos (2017) identify an aggregate EU-wide trade opportunity of €378 million per annum from prohibiting geo-blocking restrictions in the audiovisual content, with a lower bound of €189 million per annum and an upper bound of €945 million per annum. Nevertheless, they also acknowledge (i) that market partitioning in terms of both geography and time exists for a number of valid reasons, and (ii) that it generates benefits for European consumers, not just costs. Notably, lifting geo-blocking restrictions in the audiovisual sector raises concerns about the creation of new content and how it would be financed. There is a risk that less content would be produced, thus reducing consumer choice and consumer welfare.

62. The exclusivity and territoriality practices of the audiovisual sector may not always be fully in line with the passive sales rules of EU competition law. Especially, since, as discussed, in the Internet era, the distinction between active and passive sales requires some further clarifications. In the case of Paramount and Sky, the European Commission accepted the commitments of removing from licensing agreements the provisions that restricted passive sales. The arguments for the viability of new content creation through the pre-financing mechanism may make such restrictions necessary and bring them closer to meet the conditions of Article 101(3). Hence, a case-by-case analysis is the correct approach to identify potential anticompetitive effects in this context.

### IV. Selective distribution

63. Selective distribution agreements allow manufacturers to make a proper choice on objective, quantitative and qualitative selection criteria linked to the nature of the product, which distribution services should satisfy. In this way, these agreements limit both the number of authorized distributors and the possibilities for resale of the contract goods by the selected distributors.

64. ESI finds that the use of selective distribution agreements has significantly increased with the growth of e-commerce. It also underlines that changes to the selective distribution systems represent one of the most frequent reactions of manufacturers to the growth of e-commerce. In fact, many restrictions to online sales are mainly found in the context of selective distribution systems. This is because within a closed network of distributors, vertical restraints can be applied more effectively than outside such a system. For example, within a selective distribution system, it may be easier for a manufacturer to control pricing, effectively engage in resale price maintenance or prohibit certain forms of online sales or advertisement.

65. Qualitative and quantitative selective distribution is exempted by the VBER as long as the market share of both supplier and buyer each do not exceed 30%. The main risk is whether a selective distribution system may reduce intra-brand competition with subsequent anticompetitive effects. This is not likely to be the case when there exists sufficient inter-brand competition. When the selective distribution has a limited ability to alter the upstream competition among different brands, there is a general presumption that its benefits overcome the competitive risks.

66. Such distribution systems are almost always used to distribute branded final products and allow manufacturers to eliminate free-riding in the downstream market and to keep control of the environment where the product is presented, the coherent brand marketing of the product and the quality of the display of the product itself. Please consider revising the previous sentence. In this way, they can ensure a high quality distribution, the good perception of their brand image, the good quality of pre- and after-sales services and the overall good experience of final customers.

67. A selective distribution system may foreclose certain types of distributors; especially in case of cumulative effects of parallel selective distribution networks in a market. That is a particular concern in e-commerce where online sales present some characteristics that may conflict with the objectives of a selective distribution organization. According to ESI the majority of manufacturers using selective distribution agreements report that they do not accept pure Internet retailers, as they require their distributors to operate at least one brick-and-mortar shop. This exclusion responds to a large extent to brand image and distribution quality concerns, reflected in the qualitative criteria set out in the respective selective distribution agreements (e.g., better visualization of products, the necessity for a qualified staff that provides proper recommendations, adequate demonstration of the technical specificities and so on).

68. According to EU competition law, such a practice is exempted by the VBER to the extent that it can be justified. Specifically, a selective distribution system does not constitute an appreciable restriction on competition, when the following three criteria are satisfied:

---

the nature of the product requires a selective distribution system, in order to preserve the brand image and quality and ensure the correct use of the product;

- distributors are selected on the basis of transparent and objective qualitative criteria, uniformly applied to all potential distributors in a non-discriminatory way;

- the criteria do not exceed what is necessary.

69. A typical example of a case that followed this reasoning was the Yves Saint Laurent Parfums selective distribution system in which online sales were only permitted to those retailers already operating a physical sales point. The European Commission approved the agreement as it found that the three criteria were satisfied. Similarly, Bijourama, a pure online retailer specialized in the sales of watches and jewelry, complained to the French Competition Authority alleging that the manufacturer Festina denied access to its selective distribution network on the grounds that it does not operate a brick-and-mortar shop. The problem for Festina was that in its distribution agreement there was no provision for limiting online sales. After the manufacturer committed to amend its selective distribution with such a provision, the French authority concluded that since Festina does not exceed the threshold of 30%, it is allowed to set criteria on how to select its distributors, in a way that satisfied the above three criteria. So, it has the right to exclude Bijourama from its distribution network.

70. There have been cases of selective distribution agreements that are far more restrictive by banning completely online sales. The decisions on the Pierre Fabre case were proven very important for the viability of such a restriction in the e-commerce era. Pierre Fabre Dermo-Cosmétique is a cosmetics and personal care products manufacturer. Distributors are selected on the basis of the quality of the physical point of sale and the requirement of a qualified pharmacist to assist the sales. The latter criterion eliminated the possibility for a distributor to sell products online. Pierre Fabre claimed that banning online sales was justified by health protection purposes and by the need to prevent counterfeits. The French Competition Authority as well as the Court of Appeal of Paris rejected such justifications because Pierre Fabre’s products were not medicines, and therefore selecting specialist distributors was sufficient to guarantee product quality. The decisions concluded that despite the fact that the manufacturer had only a 20% market share and inter-brand competition is not limited, the company failed to prove the existence of significant efficiency gains associated with this restriction and that a complete ban of online sales was not indispensable to achieve these efficiencies. As a result, the agreement could not be exempted with respect to Article 101(3) TFEU. Since that case, a de facto ban on the use of the Internet as a channel of sales is considered as a restriction by object, within the meaning of Article 101(1) TFEU and it is not ex ante objectively justified. Therefore VBER cannot apply for such restrictions.

71. Note that some years earlier, Belgian courts concluded that the Internet ban imposed by Makro in its selective distribution was justified because, given the nature of the products, personal expert guidance at the points of sales is required—namely, services that cannot be replicated over the Internet.

72. Despite that the nature of the good is crucial in cases of Internet bans, we should not ignore the fast pace with which the Internet is evolving. As the volume of online sales increases, the online environment improves and adopts higher quality standards. Moreover, a restriction to ban Internet sales ten years ago would have had much smaller impact than now that both the supply and demand in online shopping have increased to a large extent. The improvement of the conditions and environment of online commerce makes de facto Internet bans more difficult to be exempted, especially, given that according to Article 4 VBER they are considered hardcore restrictions.

73. While after the Pierre Fabre case, restrictive conditions de facto Internet bans are considered hardcore restrictions, there are two narrower restrictions that usually come together with selective distribution agreements and whose treatment is subject to a debate among competition policy experts: vertical agreement that restrict online sales increases, the online environment improves and adopts higher quality standards. Moreover, a restriction to ban Internet sales ten years ago would have had much smaller impact than now that both the supply and demand in online shopping have increased to a large extent. The improvement of the conditions and environment of online commerce makes de facto Internet bans more difficult to be exempted, especially, given that according to Article 4 VBER they are considered hardcore restrictions.

50 We should clarify here that if criteria are applied in a discriminatory way but such discrimination is (i) objectively justified, and (ii) necessary for achieving the efficiency gains in the distribution network (e.g., protection of the brand image), then it is unlikely to generate competition concerns.


52 French Competition Authority, 24 July 2006, Decision No. 06-D-24, Festina France.

53 French Competition Authority, 29 October 2008, Decision No. 08-D-25 regarding practices in the sector of distribution of personal care and cosmetics products sold upon pharmaceutical advice, Pierre Fabre Dermo-Cosmétique.


V. Restrictions to sell in online marketplaces

74. Marketplace sales are especially important for small and medium-sized retailers. ESI reports that the proportion of retailers selling via marketplaces is significantly lower for retailers with high turnover. Small and medium downstream firms prefer marketplaces because:

- Retailers can reach a wide audience at low cost. Marketplaces help firms to reach a wide base of consumers very cheaply. In particular, they make cross-border e-commerce much easier for small firms that do not have the capacity to establish their own cross-border trade network.

- The mobile revolution facilitates the use of online smartphone applications for an efficient shopping experience. Consumers are more likely to use an online marketplace application which allows them to reach a great variety of products.

- Online marketplaces provide personalized services, such as shopping assistants. Their matching algorithms are based on advanced machine learning techniques which minimize search costs and lead to efficient transactions for the benefit of both firms and consumers.

75. Despite these benefits, manufacturers sometimes incorporate in their selective distribution systems restrictions to access online marketplaces. The main arguments that they put forward for such a practice are related to their brand image:

- In some cases, suppliers are unable to check the conditions under which the goods are sold by marketplaces. So, to their view, there is a risk of deterioration of the online presentation of those goods, which may harm their luxury image.

- Such restrictions are necessary to preserve the luxury brand image in the case online marketplaces do not impose the appropriate (probably product specific) qualitative standards in their online environment. Therefore, restraints can contribute to sustaining the quality of those goods.

- Online marketplaces constitute a sales channel for goods of all kinds. That may have an impact on the preservation of the main characteristics of the goods sought by consumers and the perception of the brand image.

76. A recent case in which these arguments have been used is the one of Coty Germany GmbH, a supplier of luxury cosmetics established in Germany. Coty, in its selective distribution system prohibited its authorized distributor, Parfümerie Akzente GmbH, to sell the luxury goods through the marketplace Amazon.de (Parfümerie Akzente GmbH was allowed to sell the goods from its own website). The European Court of Justice (ECJ) concluded that Article 101(1) TFEU must be interpreted as not precluding a contractual clause which prohibits authorized distributors in a selective distribution system from selling the contract goods thought online marketplaces, provided that the clause:

- has the objective of preserving the luxury image of those goods;

- is laid down uniformly and not applied in a discriminatory fashion;

- is proportionate in the light of the objective pursued.

77. The main take away from this decision is that marketplace bans are not hardcore restrictions. In particular, when the marketplace cannot guarantee that the luxury good will be sold according to the qualitative standards that meet the requirements set by the selective distribution system, then the marketplace ban is justified and does not violate competition law. If the marketplace cannot meet such standards, it is likely to damage the brand.

78. According to the ECJ, market competition is multidimensional and apart from the price component there are also other relevant dimensions like product quality and brand image. So, marketplace sales that reduce brand image could eventually lead to a restriction of competition in some of these additional dimensions. Hence, prohibiting marketplace sales can protect (non-price) competition instead of restricting it.

79. Copenhagen Economics (2016), in a study prepared for eBay, finds that €26 billion are at risk in a scenario where online marketplace bans become pervasive and small and medium retailers will be restricted from using online platforms. While the ECJ decision on the Coty case can have broader implications for future cases related to marketplace bans, a crucial point is to what extent the marketplace meets the qualitative standards of the selective distribution agreement. This depends on many factors such as the nature and the characteristics of the product and the marketplace environment. The assessment of this point suggests that a case-by-case analysis is the appropriate approach to follow. This, in combination with the fact that marketplaces are constantly improving their online interfaces and quality standards in order to meet the challenges of the high-speed growth of e-commerce, can make harder for such restrictions to be justified.

56 See relevant discussion in the introduction.


VI. Restrictions to use online price comparison tools

80. So, in the frame of the EU digital market strategy we should promote policies that lead to significant improvements in the design and operation of online platforms and reduce access impediments for small and medium firms. In particular, online marketplaces can be designed in a way that makes a clear distinction between mass market and selective brands. Depending on the rank of the brand, the appropriate requirements in terms of sales strategy, online support by qualified staff and delivery standards can be applied. In this way, the marketplace qualitative standards will not leave so much room to manufacturers to impose platform bans.

81. It is worth noting the recent expansion of Yves Saint Laurent’s luxury products in China through marketplace sales. The company agreed to sell its products via the online marketplace of Farfetch and JD.com. This illustrates how online marketplaces can be designed to serve the needs of luxury brand owners and how manufacturers operating in the luxury segment can benefit from the use of those platforms.

82. Apart from restrictions to sell in marketplaces, selective distribution agreements may incorporate restrictions for retailers to use online price comparison tools—namely, websites that allow potential consumers to search for products and compare their prices across several retailers. They also provide links that lead directly or indirectly to products, without offering the possibility to purchase the products directly through their website. Price comparison tools typically do not charge buyers for access to the services on their websites or apps, but they are rather financed via payments by the sellers whose products are listed on the websites (typically on a pay-per-click basis).

83. Price comparison tools allow customers to quickly compare prices for the same product across a large number of sellers. In this way, they increase price transparency and consumers can find more easily the best available option that matches their preferences. This intensifies intra-brand and potentially inter-brand price competition.

84. Despite these gains, some agreements between manufacturers and retailers contain contractual restrictions under which the retailers are limited in their ability to actively provide information or otherwise promote their online products with price comparison tools. According to ESI, the most widespread type of such a restriction is a prohibition to use any price comparison tool.

85. Manufacturers that impose such conditions believe that:

- Because price comparison tools focus mainly on prices, they do not incentivize retailers to differentiate themselves sufficiently in terms of other factors that equally affect the choice of customers such as luxurious image, quality, special features, and style of the products.
- It becomes more difficult for retailers to differentiate themselves in terms of service quality and delivery when they use price comparison tools. As a result, retailers with low service quality might free-ride on other retailers’ investments and eventually the brand image is damaged.
- Prices of authentic products can more easily be compared with counterfeit ones that are also listed in such tools. In such a case, the brand image can again be damaged.
- As price comparison tools intensify price competition, they may contribute to making customers increasingly price sensitive, which in turn could bring a downward pressure on prices and reduce profit margins to an extent that may be detrimental for specialized retailers with brick-and-mortar shops which have higher cost structures because of the additional services they provide. Hence, price comparison tools may lead to less incentive by specialized retailers to invest in quality and services.

86. While the validity of these arguments is difficult to quantify in order to arrive to a safe conclusion, we should not forget that customers increasingly use these tools to make their purchasing decisions. Price comparison tools allow potential customers to find authorized retailers and direct them to their websites. They can enhance visibility for the brand on the Internet and often provide product and seller reviews which further inform customers about the products and the sellers. Most price comparison tools offer the possibility to the retailers to display their logo as well as product pictures on their website. Some of them also offer objective information on features and reviews of products that do not interfere with brand image or the quality of product distribution.

87. ESI reports that the price comparison tools have taken particular steps in the last few years to increase their quality and image of the services. Some examples include improved layout of the website, increase in the number of retailers, use of videos, inclusion of expert reviews, improved accuracy of information provided on the website, improved functionality of the website, optimization of search relevance, ability for retailers to include promotions of certain products, and so on.

88. The status of restrictions to use price comparison tools is a gray area from the perspective of competition law. The current version of the vertical guidelines that accompany VBER does not specify how to assess a restric-
One of the major imposed restrictions was the prohibition of authorized distributors to use online price comparison tools. The authority concluded that such constraints could not be justified to protect its brand image and pre-sales services because consumers of running shoes did not necessarily need or want such services or if so could inform themselves via the Internet. In addition, such constraints were prone to restrict intra-brand competition. In this regard, specific attention was paid to the effects on small and medium-sized distributors, who cannot compete effectively without access to price comparison websites and advertising services. On 5 April 2017, the Düsseldorf Higher Regional Court upheld the German Competition Authority’s decision by confirming that contractually prohibiting retailers from using price comparison websites constitutes a “by object” infringement of competition law.

Note that the increase in price transparency with the use of price comparison tools mostly concerns (and benefits) consumers. With the extensive use of price monitoring software that can provide a high level of granularity, scope and immediate access to pricing data, firms are able to monitor hundreds of websites in real time. So, they do not really need price comparison tools to observe prices in the market. That presumably implies that such tools do not significantly affect the likelihood of collusion in the market.

The fact that the prohibition to use price comparison tools seems to have a different treatment from the prohibition to sell in online marketplaces can be attributed to the fundamental differences of the two online platforms: Marketplaces by definition constitute, as such, a distinct online sales channel for the concerned products. Conversely, the visitors of a price comparison tool are redirected to the website of the authorized distributor from which the product can be purchased and which generally fulfills all the criteria set out by the manufacturer of the product within its selective distribution system as to how its products should be sold. Hence, price comparison tools are not a distinct online sales channel, but offer retailers the ability to present and advertise their online offerings to a wider audience, increase the findability of the online offering and generate traffic to the retailer’s own website. Hence, while manufacturers are in principle allowed under the VBER to require quality standards when it comes to advertising and promotion of their products by retailers on the Internet, it is harder to justify prohibitions in using price comparison tools; in particular, given the significant improvement of these tools in recent years, as a response to the growth of e-commerce.

Nevertheless, in some cases, restrictions to use these tools may be related to restrictions of active sales. For example, price comparison tools can allow retailers to specifically target (potential) customers in certain territories outside their home Member State. In these cases, price comparison tools may be used to promote an online offering in certain other Member States. Limitations on the use of price comparison tools targeting specific territories may be a permissible restriction of active sales into this territory provided that it has been exclusively reserved for the supplier or has been exclusively allocated to another distributor.

### VII. Concluding remarks

E-commerce provides many opportunities for the European markets and incorporates many efficiencies and benefits for all the types of online traders. In order to maximize these benefits, we should make sure that strong competition is present in online markets, so that consumers have access to a great variety of good quality products and firms are incentivized to innovate contributing to the grow of the economy. Vertical restraints are a necessary part of the market economy and substantially contribute to the coordination of different levels in the supply chain so that high-quality products are sold in the downstream market. The growth of e-commerce has affected the type of vertical restraints manufacturers impose in their supply distributions generating new theories of harm related to potential anticompetitive concerns. The new guidelines for vertical agreements that will be adopted in 2022 should provide the necessary clarifications so that traders operate in a secure and transparent online market environment.

---


61 See the Press Release of the German Competition Authority: http://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Meldung/EN/Pressemitteilungen/201706_04_2017_Asics.html;jsessionid=137274EE3F12627FD90C7702CDB02_cud578
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